
  

  
 

The Parks Wealth Report for the Week of January 26th, 2015  

  
On a Personal Note from Felicia Parks... 
       
Just as we are ready to shed those holiday pounds the cookies arrive! Girl Scout 
cookies that is. My daughter, Amanda, has been a part of the Girl Scouts since she was 
5 years old starting off as a "Daisy". She eventually became a "Brownie" and "Girl 
Scout Junior" and will soon bridge over to "Cadettes" this month. Under the guidance 
of her adult troop leaders, she and the girls in her troop have participated in a variety 
of fun filled activities while giving back to their community. Most recently they set up 
a booth at our town fair selling cookies and face painting for young children to raise 
money for a local animal shelter. They also held a babysitting night to fund raise for a 
trip with their troop to a Broadway show. During the holidays the troop collected hard 
candy, small toys, paper, pencils, toiletries and other small items to package 
shoeboxes to send overseas to the less unfortunate as part of Operation Christmas 
Child.  

I have watched these girls grow and mature throughout the years and connect with 
each other making truly long lasting friendships. On a personal level each girl is 
building self-esteem and confidence in their skills as they work on projects and gain 
life experiences. They are also being taught important life lessons, such as how to use 
social media responsibly, which is so critical with constant access to technology at 
their fingertips.  

Here's an amazing statistic....An incredible 64% percent of today's women leaders in 
the United States (civic, corporate, political, etc.) were once Girl Scouts, including 
former Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, First Lady Michelle Obama, Former 
First Lady Laura Bush, Retired US Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor, 
Astronaut Christa McAuliffe, Comedian Lucille Ball, Olympic Skaters Peggy Fleming 
and Dorothy Hamill, Queen Elizabeth II, and so many more. 

So the next time you think about whether or not to buy a box of those delicious Thin 
Mints remember the proceeds truly go to support our girls, many of which will likely 
someday become our future leaders.  

  

 

 



 

Sincerely, 

  

  
Director of Client Services and Operations 

Felicia@parkswm.com   

  
  
  
  

  

 

 

  

The Markets 
 
  
There may be potential for a reality television program starring central bankers and 
the making of economic policy. It could be called, 'The Real Central Bankers of the 
European Economic Community.' Just imagine the last two weeks' episodes. Two 
weeks ago, the Swiss National Bank shocked markets by unpegging its currency and 
sending the value of the Swiss franc skyward. 
  
Affairs last week were less unexpected. The European Central Bank (ECB) finally 
made up its mind and committed to a new round of quantitative easing (QE). There 
was no exchange of rings embedded with multi-carat precious gems, but the ECB 
pledged to buy 60 billion euro of assets (public debt and government bonds, 
primarily) every month from March 2015 through September 2016. That's quite a leap 
from the 10 billion euro of assets it was already buying. 
  
The Economist pointed out Germany's Bundesbank wasn't thrilled about the 
commitment and insisted on an agreement that would limit its risk: 
  
"When the ECB conducts monetary policy by lending to banks, any risk of 
losses is, as a rule, shared between the 19 national central banks that actually 
execute the policy, according to "capital keys," which reflect their countries' 
economic and demographic weight in the euro area; the Bundesbank's for 
example is 26 percent whereas the Bank of Italy's is 17.5 percent...But, QE will 
be conducted in a quite different way...each of the 19 national central banks, 
which together with the ECB constitute the Eurosystem, will buy the bonds of 
its own government and bear any risk of losses on it." 
  
Sure, it's exciting, but let's not lose sight of the reason behind the ECB's decision. After 
watching the U.S. Federal Reserve Bank, the Bank of England, and the Bank of Japan 
engage in QE, the ECB decided it might be just the thing to reflate the Eurozone's 
economy. Global markets seemed to think it's a pretty good idea, too. Many finished 
the week higher. 
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Data as of 1/23/15 
1-Week Y-T-D 

1-

Year 

3-

Year 
5-Year 10-Year 

Standard & Poor's 500 (Domestic Stocks) 1.6% -0.3% 12.2% 16.0% 13.4% 5.8% 

10-year Treasury Note (Yield Only) 1.8 NA 2.8 2.1 3.6 4.1 

Gold (per ounce) 1.4 8.0 2.5 -8.2 3.4 11.7 

Bloomberg Commodity Index -2.1 -3.1 -19.7 -11.0 -5.6 -3.7 

DJ Equity All REIT Total Return Index 0.9 7.9 33.9 17.7 19.4 9.8 
S&P 500, Gold, Bloomberg Commodity Index returns exclude reinvested dividends (gold does not pay a dividend) and the 
three-, five-, and 10-year returns are annualized; the DJ Equity All REIT Total Return Index does include reinvested 
dividends and the three-, five-, and 10-year returns are annualized; and the 10-year Treasury Note is simply the yield at the 
close of the day on each of the historical time periods. 
Sources: Yahoo! Finance, Barron's, djindexes.com, London Bullion Market Association. 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Indices are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly. N/A means 
not applicable. 
  

LAST WEEK, IN SWITZERLAND, A BIG MAC COST $7.54. The 
Economist invented the Big Mac Index in 1986 as an entertaining way to assess 
whether currencies were at the "correct" levels. The index uses purchasing power 
parity (PPP) to measure one currency against another. PPP is the idea that exchange 
rates should adjust so the same product (in this case, a hamburger) has the same price 
in two different countries when the price is denominated in the same currency. After 
updating the Index on January 22, 2015, The Economist reported: 
  
"Two trends have dominated the world of burgernomics over the past six 
months: currency markets have bubbled like potatoes in a fryer as the oil price 
has fallen to finger-licking lows and central banks have cooked up new 
monetary stances. The currencies of commodity exporters have been burnt 
while those of big importers have sizzled. Meanwhile, the end of quantitative 
easing in America has supersized the dollar, whereas the mere prospect of it in 
Europe has made a happy meal of the euro." 
  
Since a Big Mac in the United States cost about $4.79 last week, the Swiss franc was 
quite overvalued. That's not the case with currencies elsewhere, though. Here are the 
prices of a Big Mac in a few key locales: 
  

Norway           $6.30 
Denmark         $5.38 
Brazil               $5.21 
Australia          $4.32 
Euro area         $4.26 
Mexico            $3.35 
China               $2.77 
India                $1.89 
Russia              $1.36 

  
It should be noted the Big Mac Index is not a perfect measurement tool. The price of a 
burger should be less in countries with lower labor costs and more in countries with 
higher labor costs. When prices are adjusted for labor, the Swiss franc is not the most 
overvalued currency in the world, the Brazilian real is. 
  

 
 
 
 



 
Weekly Focus - Think About It 
  
"The hardest skill to acquire in this sport is the one where you compete all out, give it 
all you have, and you are still getting beat no matter what you do. When you have the 
killer instinct to fight through that, it is very special." 

--Eddie Reese, USA Olympic Swim Team Head Coach, 2004 and 2008 
 
  
  
Best Regards,  

 
James T. Parks, CFP®, AEP, AIF 
President and Wealth Advisor 
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P.S.  Please feel free to forward this commentary to family, friends, or colleagues.  If you would like us to add them to the list, 
please reply to this e-mail with their e-mail address and we will ask for their permission to be added.   
 
  
*James T. Parks, CFP®, AEP®, AIF®is a FIVE STAR PROFESSIONAL WEALTH MANAGER.  Award based on 10 objective 
criteria associated with providing quality services to clients, such as credentials, experience, and assets under management 
among other factors. Wealth managers do not pay a fee to be considered or placed on the final list of 2014 Five Star Wealth 
Managers. 
   
 Securities offered through LPL Financial. Member FINRA/SIPC. 
  
* The Standard & Poor's 500 (S&P 500) is an unmanaged group of securities considered to be representative of the stock market 
in general. You cannot invest directly in this index. 

  
* The Standard & Poor's 500 (S&P 500) is an unmanaged index. Unmanaged index returns do not reflect fees, expenses, or sales 
charges. Index performance is not indicative of the performance of any investment. 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=0012V99RMWGJUY9XO10r-omRjKlMosZAysADp5yT0QWMpYyyO5scQeQ2Ym-QnrnvI0WFHfqsTf8Y5och8yv1W7OPhPuRRhg4uPeqr94gLHDsv9rSDVitkiwe5aiPdqQCrB9OkXkESQuONA=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=0012V99RMWGJUY9XO10r-omRjKlMosZAysADp5yT0QWMpYyyO5scQeQ2Ym-QnrnvI0WFHfqsTf8Y5och8yv1W7OPhPuRRhg4uPeqr94gLHDsv9rSDVitkiwe5aiPdqQCrB9Yoj4Vocl_8ea01tghE-dGGbicd1-X2Z0OA1psuQIKzsXfSqzD-msWN4SuE5prVYy
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=0012V99RMWGJUY9XO10r-omRjKlMosZAysADp5yT0QWMpYyyO5scQeQ2Ym-QnrnvI0WFHfqsTf8Y5rgoN1tdoSQ_xVWL78KCrgFEkaUVOvEoRIOilOWFaapdJWJCwxgA_UfqgjWN1JTp0Uejn67QA2oq2WAb31m-RhypRAJspjhnciSaLW6HP2f8G6SwmsG4fimhPMp4jesuAL0HH-rQPZ-Ud5rWWQaMBGaGMgZhpx5zGu8RF3p9yfhXV0J6WREZLq2uOzm6EXSHmlLnL3Ep7Yhk0Jh2EoX98MfP9-HUHPykm95uQKh7GbGFuiGFNpfenRh
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* The DJ Global ex US is an unmanaged group of non-U.S. securities designed to reflect the performance of the global equity 
securities that have readily available prices.   
  
* The 10-year Treasury Note represents debt owed by the United States Treasury to the public. Since the U.S. Government is seen 
as a risk-free borrower, investors use the 10-year Treasury Note as a benchmark for the long-term bond market. 
  
* Gold represents the London afternoon gold price fix as reported by the London Bullion Market Association. 
  
* The DJ Commodity Index is designed to be a highly liquid and diversified benchmark for the commodity futures market. The 
Index is composed of futures contracts on 19 physical commodities and was launched on July 14, 1998. 
  
* The DJ Equity All REIT TR Index measures the total return performance of the equity subcategory of the Real Estate 
Investment Trust (REIT) industry as calculated by Dow Jones. 
  
* Yahoo! Finance is the source for any reference to the performance of an index between two specific periods. 
  
* Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice and are not intended as investment advice or to predict future 
performance. 
  
*The economic forecasts set forth in the presentation may not develop as predicted and there can be no guarantee that strategies 
promoted will be successful. 
  
* Past performance does not guarantee future results. Investing involves risk, including loss of principal. 
  
* You cannot invest directly in an index. 
  
* Consult your financial professional before making any investment decision. 
  
* Government bonds and Treasury Bills are guaranteed by the U.S. government as to the timely payment of principal and interest 
and, if held to maturity, offer a fixed rate of return and fixed principal value. However, the value of fund shares is not guaranteed 
and will fluctuate. 
  
*Corporate bonds are considered higher risk than government bonds but normally offer a higher yield and are subject to market, 
interest rate and credit risk as well as additional risks based on the quality of issuer coupon rate, price, yield, maturity, and 
redemption features. 
 
  
This information is not intended to be a substitute for specific individualized tax advice. We suggest that you discuss your specific 
tax issues with a qualified tax advisor.   
  
* This newsletter was prepared by Peak Advisor Alliance. Peak Advisor Alliance is not affiliated with LPL Financial. 

  
 

 


